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HOW TO MEASURE YOURSELF
And then choose the right pattern size.

WHERE & HOW TO MEASURE

HOW TO CHOOSE WHICH SIZE TO MAKE & UNDERSTANDING EASE

THE SECRET TO SIZING

1  BUST: measure around the biggest part of your bust, 
make sure that the tape measure is straight across your 
back

2  WAIST: tie something snugly around your middle, 
wriggle and it will come to rest on your natural waistline. 
It is higher than you might have thought – just under 
your rib cage, well above your belly button. 

3  HIPS: measure around the widest part, which is 
usually the biggest part of your bum, right over your hip 
joint. Check the tape measure in a full-length mirror to 
make sure it is parallel to the floor. TIP – if your widest 
point is lower than this, make a note of that 
measurement too.

* forget dress sizes, never ever buy a pattern based on the dress size you buy   
   when you go shopping – it is likely to be wrong
 

* measure yourself accurately and honestly – remember you want to make             
   something that fits, not that you’re going to diet into
 

* see beyond the dress size that your pattern might be telling you that you are; it’s 
   meaningless, it’s the actual measurements that are important
 

* check the finished garment measurements as well as the body measurement 
   chart before you cut your pattern.

Ease is the di�erence between your body measurement and the measurements of 
the finished garment. Unless a garment is meant to be skin tight or stretches to fit, 
the measurements of the finished garment for a given size will always be bigger 
than the measurements on the body measurement size chart for that same size. 
How much bigger depends on the amount of wearing ease (minimum ease added 
for the garment to be comfortable) and the amount of design ease (the amount of 
ease added to achieve the desired fit for the design ie. a fitted versus a baggy style) 
included in the pattern.


